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Introduction
Ike object of this paper it twofold; first, to bring to-
gether all the literature available on the chief secondary sexual
characters of the Hymenoptera of North America, and second, to put
those statements into such a font that a worker beginning on any
group can determine readily, without wading thru a mass of liter-
ature, the differences between the sexes. In those forms in which
the female has the ovipositor or sting exserted the sexes are easily
distinguished, but this is not always the case and in many instances
it will be found practically impossible to separate the sexes with-
out dissecting out the genitalia (wis. Braconidae).
It has boon noted in several cases, that authors in their
keys to a group hare made separate keys for the different sexes with-
out explaining the structures by which these may be distinguished.
Whether this was due to an oversight, or whether it was taken for
granted that a beginner should be able to separate the sexes by
instinct or in some other way, we are not able to Judge. But we do
know that the results may be disastrous to a beginner who is entirely
unfamiliar with a group, as has been proved by actual trial.
It is to be regretted that all the references taken could
not be verified as to their correctness in connection with the
Insects themselves, this being due to the lack of material at hand.
In some cases it may be found that an insect does not agree with the
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characters given; thic may be dua lo the fact that It la an
abnornml member of a genus. Tha writar was fortunate enough
to have the opportunity of teeing such a case, a female Tenth-
redinid which had all the charaotera of a female, with the
exception that the median ventral cleft was absent. However, it
appeare that these abnormal forms are not common siwwigh to be
regarded, and as we are unable to foretell what abnormalities max
occur in a form, ws can fsel safs In disregarding them altogether.
In order to make the paper more serviceable, it has been
made as brief aa poseible. In cases where a single statement would
hold for a superfamily or a family, it has been adopted, as in the
Tenthredinoidea. It has of tsn been found impossible to make a
single statement which would cower an entire family; in such Oases
statements for the subfamilies have been used. In etill other
cases it has been found necessary to take up each genus separately
and try to provide some statement which would hold, at least, for
the genus. In this connection we might add that difficulty was
encountered in placing some genera; especially in oases where only
a type was mentioned for a description of a genus. Ibeee descrip-
tions were often meagre, and secondary sexual characters wars
rarely mentioned. The writer was unable to trace the following
general Dloroganlum. Udt, of the family Cosilldae; Neolarra Aehm.
of the family Stelididae; poelloxoldos Cress, of the family fteomoidae
and Clypeadon. Aehmead, of ths family Philanthldas, which probably
do not occur in Horth America.
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Where the number of abdominal segments it mentioned at
being expotod, it will bo no tod that tho Propodium hat not boon
eontidorod.
*Riit papor it offered, in part, for the decree of Matter
of Science at the Hattachutettt Agricultural College, the work
being carried on in the 'Entomological laboratory of that Inttitution,
under the guidance of Dr. H. T. Fernald, Head of the Department of
tntomology, and Dr. G. C. Crampton; and the writer withes to take
this opportunity to thank them for their interest and encouragement.
J sm kl i&t'i
He alto withe t to acknowledge hit indebtednett to Mettrt.
Yiereck, Rohwer, and Crawford of the U. S. National Museum, and
alto to Chariot W. Mett of Leland Stamford, Jr. University.
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Th. r»lll.. of H„.nopt.r. .ccordln* to ited and pub-
llthed by him in the Proceeding of the U. S. National Muaeum, Tol,
XXIII, 1900 Ho. 1206. The order it reTereed.
Order Hymanoptera
Suborder Fhytophaga
Superfamily Tenthredinoidea
Family Cimbicidae
Tenthredlnldae
Dineurldae
Neaatidae
Selandriidae
Pterygophoridae
Parreyiida*
Lophyridae
Hylo tomidae
Igrdidae
Xyelidae
Superfamily Sirlcoidea
Family Cephidae
" Xiphydriidae
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" Oryesidae
Suborder Heterophaga
Suparfamily Ichneumonoidaa
family Stephanidae
Breconidae
nro«r
" Alyeiidae
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Family Ichneumonidae
" Jcriotypidae (only ona spec let
in distribution)
N IraniIda*
Superfamily Chalcidoidoa
mentioned, Xuropean
Family tyraarldae
#•11 aaetraintf
Triohogrammidae
Bolophidae
Elatmidae
Pteromalidae
^ncyrtidae
Gleonymidae
Uiteogatterldae
Sucharldaa
Ferilaapidae
lurytoaidae
Chalcididae
tt
Torymidae
Agaonidae
Superfamily Cynipoidea
Femlly Cynipidae
" Figitidae
Superfamily Proototrypoidaa
Family Plat/gat terldae
m
Soelionidae
Ceraphronidae
Diapriidae
Belytidae
Proc to trypidae
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family Baloridaa
Palaoinidaa
Suparfamily Formicoidea
Fnmily Fonaioidaa (according to thtolar)
Svparfamlly Vatpoidaa
Family Mutillidaa
" Myrmoaidaa
* Ibynnidaa
fmpe? apoidaa
Rhop&losomidae
Cotilidaa
* Tiphildaa
* Scoliidaa
" Hytinidaa
" Sapygidaa
Trigonal idaa
Bathylidae
Chrysididae
• Uaaaridae
" Xomenidaa
• Veapidae
" Paanmoeharidao tyno. Pompilidae, Carooalidae
Suparfamlly Sphaooldaa
Family Ampulicidae
" Sphecidae
" Stiiidaa
" fyatonidaa
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family Mellinidae
Trypoxylidao
Ptailanthidaa
lAiridao
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Collatidao
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trail
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Megachilidaa
Xylocopidaa
Ceratinidaa
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Anthophoridaa
Piithyridaa
Suglosiidaa
Boabidae
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Order
Suborder PHTTO
Superfamily
On the rentral surface of the abdomen of the females there
|)
' IAS
it a median rentral cleft which rariee in length, but always ex*
tends to the apex of the abdomen. Through this cleft the ovipositor
is asserted, but this is not always risible in a pinned specimen.
The *ale is without this cleft.
tot.
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the abore statement is based upon the examination of specimens
of all of the forth American families of this superfamily.
Superfamily SIBIOQIDI^
On the ventral surface of the abdomen of the females there is
a median cleft whioh varies in length, but always extends to the apex
riehr r idtrod as a zeeut under the
of the abdomen. Through thit cleft the ovipositor it extorted. Tfee
.1. 1. without tht. cl.ft. -"•
The abore ttatement it bated upon an examination of specimens
of the four families within this group. Additional characters apply-
ing to three of the four families will be found below.
SmwJPI
Fam. &Z£|ij§l In the male there are teren abdominal tegmentt
above, and eight beneath, the last ventral segment being as
long as ths serenth and broader and rounder at its hinder end.
In the female this plats is larger. The male has all ths tarsi
fire segmented, but the female has only three tegmenta in the
anterior (pair). In the male the antennae hare eleven segments.
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the apical segment being conical, while the others are not at
Irregular at in the female, p 139
Cameron, Mon. Br. Fhy. Hym. Vol. III.
An ex -mination of tptcimtnt of the genus Oryttut ehowt that
the femalet have ttTen segments on the ventral turface of the
abdomen, while the males have eight. The females alto have ten
segmented antennae in comparison with the malet which have eleven.
Fam. Slrlcldat The females have a cylindrical abdomen end a ttrong
horn/ projecting ovipositor, p 12k
mmpMQtmel
Cameron, Hon. Br. Phy. Hym. Vol. III.
In all the member t of thit family examined, it wat found
that the malet had tight abdominal tegmentt and the femalet teven.
.am a ovinotittr. whien differs
***• Xlphydriidao^ This family wat once eontidered at a genut under the
family Slrioldae and an examination of tptciment lndlcatet that the
characters glvtn for the Slrlcldat will alto hold here.
ka served! t a a~
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Superfamily IOHW1DM0BO
i. Jtej Ovipotitor of tht female prominently protuberant
with two pubetoent valvet. p 2.
w> da t wtt
J. J. Kieffer, Genera Intectorum 77 He. Fate.
Fam. Braconidat tht antennae of the femalet art thorter, stouter
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and usually with fewer segments than those of the male. Some
females are apteroue. p U5
..n^fa: T. A. Marshall, lr. Loa. Bnt. Soe. 15S5 Pt. I.
In some groups the dorsum has one segment lese in the
ale than in the female. In cases where the ovipositor is not
extorted the only safe way for a person unfamiliar with the group
to determine the sex of a specimen is to remove the genitalia,
Viereok (in litt. ) U. S. lat. Hue.
,8JB* H^BBs^mt T*lia ^aaily *• considered as a subfamily of the
Braoonidae "by Von Gy. V. Stepligeti in genera Insectorum Fase. 22.
See latter part of Viereck's statement of Braoonidae above.
Fam. Ichneuaonldaj The females hear an ovipositor, which differs
greatly in length according to the species.
Sharp, Camb. Mat. Hist. Vol. VI.
But the above statement does not mean to imply that the female
has the ovipositor always exserted; consequently wc have to take up
the subfamilies separately.
Subfam, lohacumonlnae The ovipositor of the female is not exserted
and in many oases it will be found necessary to dissect out the
genitalia in order to determine the sex of the specimen. The abdomen
of the female ends in a point, whereas in the male it is blunt. TheABU**.' •
sheaths of the ovipositor are to be distinguished from the clasDers of
ptta
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the Bale fey the fact that they are lone *&& narrow, while the
elaepere are acre rectangular In form.
fea»b>
Subfaa. Cryptlnao Tne ovipositor of the feaale ie exserted,
prominent, rarely very ehort. p 10.
Ashacad, ?roo. U. S. Hat. Hue. Vol. XXIII 1900
**• wa^*»« Be > -
,
^
Subfaa. PiapU^l Ovipositor always prominently exterted. p 11.
(t. c.)
iMallw [»
Subfaa. gyphonlnae The only way to determine the eex accurately
ie to dissect out the genitalia.
Uereck (U litt. ) U. S. Hat. Hue.
Subfaa. Ophlonlnae Ovipositor either hidden or prominent. Ifce
male is slenderer than the feaale. In case of doubt a dissection
of the genitalia is essential.
The above stateaents for the Iehneuaonidae hare bees
verified by the writer.
(There are only three North American genera)
Fabr. "The abdomen of the feaale is the shape of
an isosoeles triangle, the projection being produced into a pro-
jection which contains the orlpositor. In the sale the abdomen
is oral.- p. 135
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Superfamily CHAlCIPOIPlA
1b* female has a median ventral cleft which extendi from the
point where the ovipositor ittuee to the apex of the abdomen.
Crawford (in Hit,)
It
Superfamily CTHIPOIDEA
Ibis includes the f and lies Flgltldae and Cynioidae.
The OTipotitor it not prominent, not coming out from the tip of
the abdomen, but from the ventral surface, a little anterior to
the tip. Sometimes the ovipotitor it accidentally prominent after
the intect hat laid, p 2.
Delia Torre and J. J. Kieffer, Oenera Insectorum, faso. 9
"The number of segments apparent in the abdomen it seven in both
taxet, with one lett on the ventral tide of the female and two less
in the male. In the female the apical ventral segment it much larger
than the others, and in the gall making species is frequently plough-
share shaped, the apex being usually produced into a sharp point
which is often hairy. " p IU9
Cameron, Hon. Br. Fhy. Hym. Vol. Ill,
Superfamily %OCTO'gTPOID?JL
all families exoept Peloolnj
"The ovipotitor agr s with the other terebrant Hymenoptera.
Hie outer sheaths of the ovipositor are conjoined and form a tube
or scabbard at the tip of the abdomen that affords protection for
the ovipositor proper and its two spicules when not in use." p. lU
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, Uono, of Proctotrypidae # Bui. 1*5 U. S. Hat. Mot.
the afore reference wat taken when Ashmead regarded the fami lies
at subfamilies of the Proetotrypidae, but it will doubtless hold now
that he hat raised them to faailies of the Proototrypoidea.
At the apex of the abdomen of the female there is a tube through
1W19T*
which the ovipositor is exserted.
?am« PeleelnJAaa "female without ovipositor exserted, but with an
extremely long abdomen. The male has no elongation of the abdomen
and the proportions are normal." p 563
Sh-rp, Camb. Sat. Hist, Vol. 7
"abdomen of the female greatly lengthened, slender and cylindrical,
about fire times the length of the head and thorax united, composed
of six segments. Kale abdomen derate," p I98
Ashmead, Ichneumonoldea, Froo. U. S. Mat. Uus. Vol. XXIII
1900 lo. 1206 .
, p and
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Superfamily jggJJICOIDIA
sam. Tormloldaj^ iacording to Ashmead the formieoidea contains seven
feraili-s, but Wheeler maintains that it is erroneous to give them
ore than subfamily rank under the Formic idae.
See Wheeler, "Ants, Their Structure, Development and Behavior"
P133.
Wheeler distinguishes our main castes in a colony and citfes twenty- three
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oases ot polymorphism under these, which are as follows!
male The body of the male ant is graceful in forms its sense
organs, especially the eyes and the antennae, the wings and the
genitalia are highly developes | its mandibles are more or less
imperfectly developed, and in correlation with them the head is
proportionately shorter, smaller and rounder than in the females
and workers of the same species. Ifce male may have modifications.
Macraner is an unnsally large form of male which occasionally
occurs in populous colonies.
Mlcraner or dwarf male, differs from the typical form merely in
its smaller stature. Such forms often arise in artificial nests.
Dorylaner is an unusually large form peculiar to the driver and
legionary ants of the subfamily Ttoryllnae. It it characterised by
its large and peculiarly modified mandibles, long cylindrical gaster
and singular genitalia.
Srgatancr erg- tomorohic or ergatold male resembles the worker in
hawing no wings and in the s true tare of the antennae.'
*
Qynoecaner or gynaemorphie male occurs in certain parasitic and
workerless genera, and resembles a female rather than a worker form.
Phthleaner is a pupal male which in its larvae or semi-pupal state
has its juices partially extracted by an Orasema larva, this male
is too much depleted to pass on to the imaginal stags. The wings are
suppressed, and the legs, head, thorax and antennae remain abortive.
Female or Aieen is the more highly specialised sex among ants and
is characterised, as a rule, by a larger stature and the more uniform
develorisent of her organs. Tne head is well developed and provided
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with moderately largo eyes, ocelli, and mandibles; the thorax ie
large (maeronotal) and presents all the solerltes of the typical
female Hymenooteron; the gas tor it voluminous and orovided with
well derelopod reproductive organs, the latter pootoot a 'reoept-
aoulum semlnis. The wings and lege are often proportionately
thorter and ttontor than in the male. Varlotieot
Macrogyne Is a female of unusually large stature.
IKcrogyno or dwarf female, Is an unusually small female which in
certain ants is the only female of the speeiss and may he actually
smaller than the largest workers; in others, miorogynet may some-
times be found in the same nest as the typical females.
B. femate is an aberrant form of female and oocurs either as the
only form or so existing with the normal femnle which is then called
the A female. In this ease therefore the female is dimorphic. The
B. female is characterised by excess developments in the lego and
antennae and in the pilosity of the body or by defective develop-
ment of the wings.
jraatogyne ergatomorphic or ergatoid female is a worker like form
with ocelli, large eyes, and a thorax more or less like that of the
female but without wings.
Psondogyno is a worker like form with enlarged mesonotum and some-
times traces of other thoraoio solerltee of the female, but without
wings or very rarely with wing vestigee.
Phthlsogyne arises from a female larva under the same conditions
as the phthi saner, and differs from the typical female in the same
so or la Am
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characters, namely, absence of wings, stenonoty, microcephaly,
micropthalmy. It it unable to obtain the marginal ins tar.
Worker or Sr^atos characterised by complete absence of wings and
a very small (stenonotal) thorax, much simplified in the structure
of its sclerites. The eyes are small and the ocelli are usually
absent or when present are extremely small, The g star it small
owing to the undeveloped condition of the ovaries. A •recept-
aoulum seminis' is usually lacking, and the number of ovarian tubules
is greatly diminished. The antennae, legs and mandibles are developed.
Oynaecoid is an egg laying worker. It is a physiological rather than
'.. morphological phase, since it is probable that all worker ants
when abundantly fed become able to lay eggs.
Diohthadiigyne or dichthadiiform female is peculiar to the ants of
the subfamily Dorylinae and probably represent a further development
of the gynaecoid. It is wingless and stenonatal, destitute of eyes
or ocelli, or with these organs very feebly developed and with a huge
gaster and extraordinary voluminous ovaries.
Macrtrgato is an unusually large worker form which in some speciee is
produced only in populous or affluent colonies. *tw
Micrsrgate or dwarf worker is a worker of unusually small stature.
It appears ae a normal or constant form in the first bro :d of all
colonies that are founded by isolated females.
Soldi er-d Iner^a tj is characterised by a huge head and mandibles, often
adapted to particular functions (fighting and guarding the nest,
crushing seeds or hard parts of insects) and a thoracic structure some*
times approaching that of the female in sise or in development of its
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Dtwtrgatt it a form intermediate between the typical worker and
dinergate.
Pierergate "replete** or "rotund, " it a worker which In its callow
stag* has acquired the peculiar habit of die tending the gaiter with
etored liquid food, till it becomes a large spherical sac and loco-
notion is rendered difficult and even impossible.
Potentate is a worker or soldier with vestiges of wings on a thorax
'tO Um i
of the typical ergate or dinergate form.
males \*v
form! therga te is an enlarged worker, produced by literals parasitism
and often presenting dinergate characters in the thorax and minute
ocelli in the head*
n am
Paihisergate. which corresponds to the pathlsogyne and phthisaner,
is a papal worker which in its late larvae or semipupal stage has
been attacked and partially exhausted of its juices by an Orasema larva,
It is characterised by stenonoty, microcephaly, miorophthalmy and it
unable to pass on to the imaginal stage. It it in reality an infraer-
gatoid fora.
Qraandromorph is an anomalous individual in which male and female
characters are combined in a blended or more often in a mosaic manner.
Irxatandromorph is an anomaly similar to the last, but hawing worker
instead of female characters combined with those of the male.
Saw
» ^r
William Morton Wheeler, "Ants, their Structure,
Development and Behavior." pp 93-99
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In all the Formic idae that were examined, it was found that the
males had thirteen segments to their antennae, and the females, worker
and soldiers twelve.
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Fam. Mutlllldaa "The female is destitute of wings and ocelli, frequently
having the parte of the thorax to cloeely soldered that the divisions
between them are obliterated. The males are winged, furnished with
ocelli and have the thoracic divisions distinct." p 9**
Sharp, Camb. Mat. Hist. Vol. VI
Xn all the specimens of this family examined the males havs
thirteen segmented antennae and seven segments to the abdomen on the
ventral surface, while the females have only twelve segmented antennas
and six segments to the abdomen on the ventral side. agar
flam. Myrmosidao "Thorax in the females divided into two parts, hypopygium
in males produced into a sharp aculeus which curves upwards, or very
rarely simple." p 49
Ashmead, Journ. N. J. Ent. Soc. Vol. VII Mar. '99
"Males winged, females wingless. H p kl
ashmead, Com. ?nt. Vol. XXXV
There is only one specimen male at hands the antennae are missing;
seven vemtral abdominal segments are visible..,*- ,,,.,, tmQ >,
Female "Apterous, antennae scarcely longer than the head, the soaps
hollowed at the apex and almost concealing the first joint of the abdomen.
Thorax divided into three parts including the median segment more or
less contracted in the middle, femora compressed, posterior coxae
contiguous, intermediate coxae nearly always separated oy a bilobed
projection of the mesos ternum. lyes small, entire, ocelli nearly
always absent.
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Mais "Winged, eyes sntire, intermediate coxae eeparated by a bilobed
projection of the aesosteraua, intermediate tibiae with two apical
plnee. Hypooygium usually abnormal." p 2.
Rowland 1. Tomer, Ownera Inseetorum, fuse. 105 1910
Only two specimens, both males, at hand, They hare numerous
Joints to the antennae, bat only aewen ventral abdominal segments.
a. (hopalo:03uaae
Qenus Bhopalosomn. Cress, (apparently the only genus) "Antennas
twelve segmented in the female, thirteen segmented in the male.
Femora slightly thickened in the female. Iarsi wary slender in the
male, flat ened and dilated beyond the firet Joint in the female.
Abdomen first segment nearly as long as the remaining segments to-
gether in the female, shorter in the male, elender at the base and
gradually swollen beyond the middle, much more strongly so in the
male, remaining ssgmsnts slightly incurred at the tip in the female."
P 5*
Ashmead, Proo. Int. Soo. Phil. Vol. I? IS65
yam. Cos 11 Idas Apparently there are no North American sneoles with the
00s si ble exception of members of the genus Dicrogenium, Stad. This
genus could not b« traced.
Fa*. Tiphlidao "Pygidium in male entire, the hypopyglum terminating
in a sharp aeuleus which curwee upward." p I96.
Aahmead, Proo. D. 8. let. Mas. Vol. XXIII I90O
Only four specimens of thms family in the material at
hand, three females and one male. The raals has thirteen segmented
antennae, and Severn ssgmsnts on the rentral surface of the abdc
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while the females hare twelve segmented antennae and six segments
en the Tentral eurface of the abdomen.
raau ScoXlldae
Halo, antennae thirteen segmented, long and slender. Bod/ small,
slender, and narrow. Three spines on the tip of the abdomen. Snines
on legs, but fewer than in the female.
Female, antennae twelve segmented, shorter, thicker built and re-
curred. Body larger, broader and generally more highly colored than
in the male. Ho spines at the tip of the abdomen. Legs cowered with
spines, due to their fossorial habits,
tnbereaoee rmtai
0. C. Bar tie tt, (in litt.) Mass, Agri, College.jwt.
.
: vi*- to frnfm p. wot*
An examination of members of this family indicates that the
alee hare seven ventral segments to the abdomen and the females six.
ao&e
¥**• Myslnldae "Pygidium in the male deeply emargin- te at the apex, the
hypopygium terminating in a sharp thorn or aouleus, which curves
reets in the emargination of the pygidium. - p I96
Ashmead, ?roo. U. S. Eat. Kua. Vol. XXIII 1900
The female does not possess this aculeue. antennae twelve
segmented in the male, thirteen segmented in the female. vyee emargin-
ate in male, entire in female. The male's body and legs are very
much more slender than those of the female.
S. 8. Grossman, (in litt.) Mass. Agri. College
In the specimens at hand it was found that the males had seven
abdominal segments whereas the females had six.
am. Sapygldae. "Antennae thirteen serawnted in the male, twelve segmented
afaaUn the female. " p I96
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fern. Trla*onalldao
Sabfam. M^Mllmaa (8tfT#n 6*B«r«» but none are eomoon to Worth America)
„v#-- T«»a*.«*•<••SUDXSm. *Kt
Genus Idroogas tar Shuckard. Abdomen In female thick, in male abdomen
moderately depressed dorsowentrally. p 11
t- lot #
f, A. Sehuls, Gen»ra Inoectoru., ?asc. 61
Genus Strgaownalos Sobult . Only a female at band does 10 1 possess
•lyloiden" on the antennae, p 12 Sehuls (I.e.)
Genus Lanidogonaloi Qbhuli. frontal protuberanoet separated in the
male; in the female they are joined together to form a tort of hood abort
the antennae. The antennae always possess "Tyloiden" on the outer tide
in the male, eometimes in the female. Sternitee of the abdomen of the
male unarmed. Second eternite of the female before the hinder border with
a slight indication of a protuberance, p 13 Sohuli (t.c.)
Genua Tapinogonalos Schuli. Abdomen aaall and thin. In the female for
the most part, closely wrinkled and punctate, on this account feebly ehiny
to dull; the Ttrtez and abdomen of the male are smooth with a pronounced
floss. Abdomen elongate, spindle shaped, in the female rotund, in the
male depressed. The posterior margins of the third, fourth, fifth and
sixth tergltes of the female slightly depressed and in the middle slightly
emarginate or incised; in the male straight and not emarginate. p Ik
Sohuls (t.c.)
Genus Taeniogonalos. Sohuls. Vale abdomen slightly depressed. Sternitee
of the male so far as known, unarmed, p 15 Sohuls (t.c.)
Subfam. Seminotinae Abda-n f the male elightly dePr««od (flattened)
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and unarmed. Abdomen of the female rotund and sore than on* of
the stornitot armed. Tip of the abdomen of the female strongly
turned upwards, with the sternites in a groowe. p 10 chuls (t.c.
)
Subfam. Barcogonalolnao Antennae in the male eighteen and in the
female nineteen segmented. Both sexes without " Tyloidon. Abdomen
in the male oonsiderably depressed and unarmed; in the female Tery
rotund, with more than one of the atemites armed and with the tip
of the abdomen bent towards the ventral side. The male is distinctly
smaller than the female, p 18 Sohuls (t. c.)
?am. Bethylidae (Kieffer, nee Ashmead)
Subfam. Sclerogifrblnae Ashm. All the females known are wingless \
the males hare the radial cell constant, p 2
J. J. Kieffer, Genera Insec tonus, Varna. 76
ww^^w n m* lao/ #te LS
subfam. Bethylinae Ashm.
tms female mare
Genus Paraslerola Cameron. This genus is practically connected
with Goniosus, ?orster by Kieffer. Paraslerola Cam. is held as
a synonyms of Goniosus, Tors'er. The latter comes under the Bethylinae
of the Proctotrypidae.
"The head in the male is much broader than the thorax with a
prominent elypaal carina, in the female longer end less broad. Abdomen
in the female pointed orate or long conical, in the male oblong oral
and more depressed." p 73
Ashmead, Bull. U5 U. S, Nat. was. 1893
Genus Oonlorns Torster. Sae preceding genus Paraslerola, Cam.
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(tame Projconlotus Kieffer. This genus contain! part of Perieemus,
Ashm. , the latter being included in the Bethyllnao. p. 69 Ashmead
(t.o.)
Psrlsemus Ashm. should he Perieemus Forster. Se distinctions for
Proctotrypidae, as the Beth/llnae was held ae a subfamily of the
Proctotrypidae.
OemiB Dlgonlosus Kieffer. TMs genus contains the remaining species
of Periston*, Forster. The preceding statement should hold in this
se. p 69 Ashmead (t.o.)
Genua Bethylus Latr. "Pedicel of antennae in female a little longer
th&n the first flagellar Joint, in the male shorter." p $2 Ashmead
#«. % uiamrss to*
V t.o. )
See distinctions for Proctotrypide*.
Gsnus Plastanoxus Kieffer (Anorus Ashmead) "Ocelli subobeolete in
the female; eyes in the male oblong, in the female more rounded*
slightly hairy. Antennae pilose in the male. Pro thorax in the
female much elongated, in the male short." p 67 Ashmead (t.c.)
Genus Prletocera Klug. Males singed, females wingless, p 21 Kieffer
(t.c.)
Genus Pssudlsobrach ium Kieffer. males apterous, fsmalss winged.
p. 23 Kieffer (t.o)
Genus Agenesia Westwood. Females wingless, male winged.
p. 25 Kieffor (t.o.)
Genus ftpyrls Vestwood. "Antennae long and slender in the male,
shorter in the female." p 57 Ashmead (t.o.)
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See nlao characters of the Proctotrypidae, as this genus was
by Ashmead in the Bethylinae, the latter being held as a
subfamily of the former.
Genus Kolepyrls Kieffer. Therm is only one species described from
North America ( Massachusetts). In looking up the description it
was found that only a female was mentioned, p 23 arc* *1*
Melander & Braes. Biol. Bull. Vol. 5 I903
Genus Rhabdepyrle Kieffer. This genus contains part of the genus
pyrls Ashmead, and part of the genus Gonlosus Torster. Both of
these genera belonged to the Bethylinae, consequently distinctions
for Proctotrypidae ought to hold hare.
Ocro* -Aisrpyrls Kieffar* Antennae twelve segmented, thirteen segmented
in the female, p 32 Kieffer (t.c.)
Genua Acrepyrls Kieffer. Only a m&le described from North America (Texas)
p 3U Kieffer (t.c.
)
Genus Procalyosom Kieffer. Only a male described (from Panama) p 3**
Kieffer (t.c.)
Genus Dissomphalus Ashmead. Males winged, females apterous, p 33
F. ?. Kieffer (t.c.)
Genus Imelllus Ashmead. "Head oblong, nearly as wide across the eyes
as long; in the male wider across the eyes than long; eyes large, oral,
hairy; ocelli three in a triangle, and larger in the mails than In the
female. The pedicel of the antennae in the female is a little longer
and stouter fean the first flagellar Joint, in the male slightly shorter."
p 50 Ashmead (t.c.)
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It oratt In the male, in the female it it greatly elongated. " p UO
•At
Athmead (t.c.)
Fam. )r lnldao Ihe anterior pair of lee* of the femalet, with the ezoeption
of the genut Aphelopus, haye a peculiar modification which it not
pr^tent in an/ other croup of Hymenootera. TMe modification hat gWen
the inteott the name of "pedet raptorii," "pattet rarittentet,"
"Haubfutte,* N tertl chelrte," etc.
The modification of the tareut enables them to grasp Homopterout intecte,
upon which the femalet feed.
For a deterlotion of this apparatus, see p 2.
The male it without thlt modification,
f. F. lieffor. Genera Insectorum, Fate. 5U
Genut Aphelopus Dr.lman. "Antennae thorter in the female than in
the male. In female antennae sub-clavate, the toape very short,
tcaroely longer than the second segment, the other (segments) rariable
in length; In the male filiform hairy, the toape utually longer than
the third, (tegment), the last Joint (segment) tome timet thickened." p 99
toga
Athmead, Bull. U5 U. S. Nat. Hut. 1893
?**• £hrysldldae 1he male it generally narrower and thorter and newer
possesses an annular ttyliferout tube. The female it longer and more
robust, and armed at the anus with a retractile annulare tyl iferout tube,
which may or may not he extorted. Both texet hare thirteen segmented
antennae and the same number of visible abdominal segments, p 26
Alex. Moosary, "Mongraphia Chryaldidarum Orbit Terrarua
Uniwerei." 1889
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The &bov© statement hinges on the fact at to whether the styllfcrous
tub* is exserted or not. In most oases it is withdrawn.
8. A. Rohwsr (in litt. ) points out that the antennae of the male
may be elongate, but that this character will not hold throughout for
a single genus. In many descriptions the sex is not mentioned as it
is very difficult to determine. The only safe way to determine the
sex is to remove the genitalia.
7am. Maaarldao Antenrae twelve segmented in the female, thirteen segmented
smalc - «
in the male. Abdomen consists of six segments In the female, and ssven
in the male, p 1
This family was considered as a tribe under the family Vespidaa
by H. de Saussure in his "Synopsis of American fasps. Solitary *asps."
Smithsonian Miscellaneous Collections, 25U 1873.
Vnat Ammulloldaa
*am. qqaenldao Antennae twelve segmented in the female, thirteen segmented
a
in the male. The abdomen has six segments in the female, and a ven
em
segments in the male, p 1
This family was also considered as a tribe under the Vespidaa.
1 mal *rom %»e rest (females J
Henri de Sams sure (t.o.)
In an examination of specimens of this family, it has bsen noted
that the distal end of the antennae of the female is blunt and that
the filamental segments are nearly of equal size, whereas the apical
A^mltn fmueewma, Wi
segment of the antennae of the male is points i and in many oases is
strongly recurved; the next to the last segment is much smaller than
the others and the last segment is narrower but longer and sometimes
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hat a distinct hook-like font, (viz. Euraenes globulosus Sausa.
)
Fan. Vespldae Antennae twelve segmented in the female, thirteen segmented
in the male. Abdomen six segmented in the female, seven segments
in the mals. p 1
Henri do Saussure (t.c.)
The apical segment of the antenna of the male is more pointed
than that of the female,
^^0*m m ehi»*£. .v .
Pam. Psanaocharidas Syns. 1 Ceropalidae, Pompilidne, Cress.
The antennae of the females twelve segmented, those of the male
thirteen segmented. The abdomen of the female has only six seg-
ments, whereas that of the male hat seven.
ding '••«: **<
Superfamily 8PHBC0IDSA
7am. Ammlioldae
Genus Ampulex Only one enecies occurs in the United States. The
males on the average are smaller than the females. The antennae
are thirteen segmented in the males and twelve segmented in the
females. Bat aTfeove all the males differ from the rest (females)
in having the abdomen depressed, and in the shortness of the last
abdominal segment, p U38
F. F.Kohl, Ueber Ampulex Jurine
Annalen des I. K. Naturhie torischen Hofmuseums, Bd VIII
Heft 3 U. **• 1893
fc'vi * van «* • »»
ftsm. Sphecldae Antennae twelve segmented in female, thirteen segmented
in the male. p. 307
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B. T. Fernald, Proc. U. 8. Hat. Mat. Vol. XXXI
The female has only six ventral plates on the abdomen while
eight Dlatei are risible in the sale. In the female the abdomen
comet to a point, whereat in the male it presentt a much blunter
appearance.
__
_ _
j- ,. >'.i> &]:•'! skm feme
Fam. SUildae (Ashmead) Sting if extorted dif ferentlatet texet.
Subfam. Stlglnto (Johnson & Rohwer)
" cgw rte ant#n»>e of the male
Tribe Stlilnl (Patton)
It
Group Snmeell "Female, spurs of posterior tibiae greatly enlarged;
a tub triangular enclosure on the dorsal valve of the abdomen; sixth
ventral segment elongate and acute, hiding the seventh ventral one.
Pleural lobes of the seventh segment not distinct." p 3^1
Patton, American Stiilni, Bull. 3 1879, U. S. Geological and
Geographical Survey of the Territories.
In the group Sphecii only one specimen (female) is at hand. It hat
on «Esme& tEe
thirteen segmented antennae, but only six ventral abdominal segments.
Group Stlsl "Female, spurs of the posterior tibiae not dilated,
reaching only to the middle of the first tarsal Joint. Mais, three spines
a. 5. Bembax si
or only one at the apex of the abdomen, tlxth ventral segment transverse,
iis. >2 'wtstnttaai a *imm«
pleural lobes of the seventh segment separated by an incision on a future
the tergum" p 3UU Potton (t.o.
)
It appears that aocording to ^shmead's olattifloation the group
fopr
Sphecii con taint only one genus Spheclus and that the group Stisi would
la*-
,» awes *dt >j "» tfOM&e
.el on x* -fc##«VKj»t . Iatit
include the regaining genera.
In the group Still the females hare twelve segmented antennae,
whereas, the males have thirteen. Ifee females have six ventral ab-
dominal segments; seven are visible in the male.
Faa. lyssonidae
\
Subfam. Qorytlnaa Dalla Turre 4 Handlirsch apparently group all the
genera in this subfamily into the genut Oorytes.
Genua Qorytes Iatreille. Tbe females have twelve segmented antennae,
T ' a mpleel eegmeat of the amte
whereas there are thirteen segments to the antennae of the males. In
t XtlSf
the male each segment of the antenna* is frequently provided with
spines, humps, notches, or curvatures. The antennae of the male are
inserted, as a rule, somewhat further away from the olypeus than in the
the fern th joint e
e. p 6 a (321)
The sixth dorsal tergite is of various shapes in the female but
it is always triangular along its chief axis; it is flattened on the
sides with a more or less sharply carinate surface which always diffexs
from the rest of the abdomen in its sculpturing. On the male the
seventh dorsal plate is in many oases hidden behind the sixth.
P 8 * (323)
Handlirsch Mono. d. m. Nysson U. Bembex Sltsungsberlchten
d« Kale. Akad. d. fissensohaften in *ien.
"•
leathern, Katur. Classe; Bd. XCYII Abth. 1 Juli 1888
U ^
Antennae thirteen segmented in the male, twelve segmented in
*pt*i»
the female. Supra-anal valbular of the female provided with a
pygidial area. Six ventral segments of ths male uncovered. There is
ex*
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a tarsal comb on the anterior feet of the female, p Ul3
T.F.Kohl, "Die gottungen der Sphsgiden," Ann. det
I. K. laturhistorischen Hofmuseums, Bd. XI Baft 3 I896
Snbfa*. Alysonlnao
Oanut Didlnols Jurlne a- Passer)
) Grouped "by Kohl
Genua /lyson "etaael
, 1 )
Amtennae twelve segmented In the female, thlrtaen segmented
in the sale. In the male the apical segment of the antennae it more
or less olnuately exelted. p U02
8mpra*»an*l segment of the abdomen of the feaalo with a sub-
triangular pygidial area« lbs re it only a feeble metatarsal oomb on
the anterior metatarsus of the female. Ifce fifth joint of the anterior
tarsus of the female is quite laerassated. The last wentral segment of
the abdomen of the male proTlded with two setiform spinas, p U03
f.F.Iohl (t.o.)
Subfam. Nysaonlnso
Genus By1eon Latr. (The genera Braohyi ta*us Aeh. Costa;
Paraarsson Suerlns ftrponysson Cresson; Nysson Handlirsoh and Qorstaoker
are regarded by Kohl either as synonyms or as subgenera of the genus
fysson Latr.
)
Antennae twelve segmented in the female, thirteen segmented in
the male. Apical joint of the antennae of the male Irregular in form.
Talwnla on the supra-anal segment of the abdomen of the female prowided
with a pygldial area, nearly triangular in form. In the male the area
Is sub- trapes 1 form. Only six of the wentral segments of the male are
exposed, p. 395
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».?. Kohl (i.e.)
Onlj three specimens, two females and a male, at hand.
The apex of the abdomen of the mole It blunt; In the females it it
more conical or pointed.
3+Bn* y**ia Athaead "Ventral abdominal segments four and five in the
female with a lateral tooth, lateral margins of pygidium towards
apex serrated. Ventral abdominal segments is the male four, five
ami eiz with a lateral tooth, the pygidium at the apex tridentate." p 137
Ashmead, Entomological Hews, Vol. IX 1696
Oeaus Diplopias tron fox "Anterior tarsi of the female with a comb
formed of long, i lender and widely separated spines; the male has
no tarsal comb. Last dorsal segment of the female with an elongate
triangular pygidium." p 36
ff. J. Fox, Trans. Am. Smt. Soe. Vol. XT 1693
Semus Aetata Latr. Antennae twelve segmented in the female, thir-
teen segmented in the male. In the female there Is a tarsal comb
on the anterior tarsus. Tbe eyes of the male are large and are
completely opposed. They are smaller and are not opposed in the
female, p 339
The pygldiel area in the female is triangular, while in the
male it is usually somewhat truncated.
The basal alula of the hind wings of the male is markedly
larger, broader and has an almost semicircular posterior contour;
in the female it differs greatly from the above, p 3UI
f. F. Kohl (t.o.)
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Fam. Melllnldat
Genus Melllnus Febr.
In the fMales the orbits are parallel or diverge slightly towards
the clypeus; they converge towards the vertex above in the males, they
sometimes converge towards the olypeus and the vertex. Mandibles
of the male bidentatej of the females tridentate. Antennae twelve
segmented in female, thirteen segmented in male. Supra-anal valvular
of the female with a distinct triangular pygidial area. Sight ventral
segments of the abdomen of the male are exposed, of which the penultim-
ate segment is emarginate behind, p Uo6
at .c.
T, J, Kohl, "Die gattungen der Sphegiden"
ft t as the gcmmfl
Ann. des K. K. Maturhistorisehen Ho fmuseums, Bd. XI
Heft 3 1896
Genus Fuspongus Lepel. This genus is held as subgenus of the genus
Gorytes, Latr. by Kohl. See his "Die gattungen der Sphegiden," etc.
p Ul2. Consequently the characters given under the genus Gorytes Latr.
ought to hold for this genus.
Genus Hvpomelllnus Ashm. Type Gorytes rufocinotus Fox.
There is only a female described under this type, consequently no
comparison can be drawn, p I53
Fox, Canadian Entomologist Vol. XX IT \B$2
Genus malllnosrasta Ashm, Type Gorytes melllnoides Fox.
Evidently the characters given by Kohl under the genus Gorytes
will hold in this genus.
Genus Hapalomelllnus Ashm. Tyoe Gorytes axlmkls Prov.
Although Ashmead states that the male and female have been described
by Provancher, only a description of the female was found in Handlirsch
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(Mono. d. m. Hysson u. Bembex, Sitiungsberichten d. Iali 9 Akad. d.
Wissensohaften in lien, Mathern, Hatur. Clnsss, Bd. XCTII Abth. 1
Jail 1888, p 9UU)
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As the type of this Sinai was originally placed under the genus
Oorytes, doubtless the aain characters should hold as previously des-
cribed under Oorytes.
Conclusion Unfortunately no material is at hand to rerify the follow-
ing statement, but as four out of the five genera were originally in-
cluded in the genus Oorytes, Latr., it would se?m that such a character
as the female having twelve segmented and the male thirteen segmented
antennae should hold for this entire family, especially as the genus
Melllnus F*>bT. also bears out this character.
The females here six oalnal seg*
Fern. Trvpoxylldao
Genus Trypoxylon Latr. Antennae composed of twelve segments in the
female, thirteen segments in the male, p 1UO
Jurine, Nour, Meth. Class. Hymenopter 1807
"The hind troehatert of the male are simple. p 377
Rohwer, *Jnt. Hews, Nov. 1909* Vol. XX
An examination of specimens of this genus shows that the fem-
ales have only six ventral abdominal segments, while seven are visible
in the males.
m the male.
?am. Phllanthidae55
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Subfam. (gercerlnae
Genus Cercerls Latr. Antennae twelve segmented in the female, thirteen
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segmented in the male. Clypeus trilobed, lateral lobee of the
male, with the anterior Margin provided with a ooarctately eon-
Joined fringe. From of the female wider than that of the male, p 320
F. F. Kohl, "Die gattungen der Sphegiden,'
1
Ann. dee K. K. Maturhiatorisohen, Hofmuseuma, Bd. XI
Heft 3 W96
Apex of the infra-anal segment of the abdomen of the female
profoundly lnoiaed in the middle. Males with seven or eight ventral
segments exposed, with the apex of the eighth ventral segment more
or less emarginate. Anterior tarsi of the female on the exterior
margin provided with a tarsal oomb. p 321
F. F. Kohl (t.O.)
The females have only six ventral abdominal segments.
Genus pidesmus Pahl. Kohl maintains that the only differences be-
tween the members of this genus and those of the genus Cerceris are
the abdominal configurations. Therefore the sexual characters glvsn
for the above genus should hold here also.
See F. F. Kohl, p 329 (t.O.)
Oenus ffuceroerls Cresson. Irons of the female wider than that of
the male. Clypeus trilobed, lateral lobes of the male with the
anterior margin provided with dense fringes, but not conjoined oo-
arctately. Antennae twelve segmented in the female, thirteen seg-
mented in the male. Supra-anal valvule provided with a pygidial
area strongly carina te in the male. Apex of the infra-anal seg-
ment in the female deeply excised in the middle. Male with seven or
eight ventral segments exposed, apex of the eighth more or les
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deeply eaarginate. interior tarsi of the female, on the exterior
margin, provided with a tarsal comb, p 32U
F.F. Kohl (t.o.)
Only one specimen, a female, it at hand. It hat six ventral
abdominal plates exposed, the apical one being deeply emarginate
in the middle.
Subfam. Philanthinae $#
Genus Clvpoadon Ashm. So trace of this genus was found.
Qanus .Anhilanthoos Patton. Antennae twelve segmented in the female.
thirteen segmented in the male. Supra-anal valvula of the female
provided with a large pygidial area. Bight ventral segments of the
ale are exposed. A tarsal comb is present on the feet of both sexes,
but it is larger in the female, p 33*»
qeid
F. F. Kohl (t.o.)
Only one specimen, a female, is at hand. It has six ventral
abdominal plates exposed, as contrasted with eight in the male, as
given in Kohl»s statement above.
"entrnl ,»1 segments, where*
Genus frflpM Unthm Ashm. 7Vp« Philanthus eolivagus Say.
Ho sexual differentiations are given, but a description of the male
ermi zooms em the;
is found in Proc. ftnt. Soo. Phil. Vol. VI 1866 p 57 by Packard, and
of the female in Proc. Int. Soo. "Ml. Vol. V IS65 p 103 by Cresson.
However, as the type of this genus is taken from the genus
Philanthus Fabr. the characters giren under the latter genus will doubt-
•'•e Bl
less hold in this case. The above statement is forth r borne out
by the examination of specimens of this genus.
Oenus Pseudanthophilus Ashm. Type Philanthus ventilabris Fabr.
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Fhil. Vol. Y I865 p 98.
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The note given under the preceding genus will doubtless hold
here.
Genus Phi Ianthus Fabr. ) F. F. Kohi holds that the second
) genue is a synonym of PhiIan thus Fabr.
Genus Anthophllus Dahl. ) Therefore the following characters will
hold for both genera.
Clypsus trllobed, lateral lobes of the male hare a long denes
fimbria on the anterior margin. The antennae are twelve segmented
in the female and thirteen segmented in the male. The supra-anal
valvular of the female is provided with a pygidial area, often
only distinct at the posterior end, edged with lateral oarinae.
Seven or eight abdominal ventral segments of the male are visible,
which are more or less fimbriate pilose. A tarsal comb is present
on the anterior feet of both sexes, p 330
•»•:'"; s females
F. F. Kohl (i.e.)
iM4w<
An examination of the members of this genus at hand, shows
that the females have only six ventral abdominal segments, where-
It
as the males have seven or eight, as is mentioned above.
Genus Txachypus Klug. Clypeus trilobate, lateral lobes on the
anterior margin of the male are fimbriate pencillate. Antennas
thirteen segmented in the male, twelve segmented in the female.
Supra-anal valvular of the female provided with a pygidial area,
which may or may not be distinct. Ventr 1 segments of the mals
:
"
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for the most part not fimbriate. Seven or eight ventral abdominal
segments in the male are uncovered, the seventh often being entirely
so. Tarsal combs are present on the anterior feet of both sexes, p 333
F. F. Kohl (t.o.
)
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Lon It would *pp«ar from an examination of the above genera,
with the exception of Clypeadon of which no information hat boon found,
that the/ all posses* th* following general eharaoters. Antennae ef
ths females twelve segmented and of the males thirteen segments are
present. In regard to ventral abdominal segments, seven or eight are
visible in the male, whereas only six are vlsiable is the female. It
is true that females in man/ genera have not been seen, but every
female examined by the writer has this character. Therefore it it
reasonable to suppose th: t this character it constant throughout the
family,
•ma animal eat ? poetex excited. Third abdominal
Subfam. Iarrlm
Genus Taohytes Panser. antennae of the females composed of twelve
tegmentt, thirteen segments in the males. Anal segment of the females
providtd with a triangular area with dente pubescence. Supra-anal
{men tie
segment of the male generally trapeziform, rarely triangular, with a
dense silvery or golden pubesoenoe. Tight ventral abdominal tegmentt
art expoted, the apical one being excited in the middle, p 363
r. F. Kohl, "D^r gattungen der Sphegiden," etc.
The females have only tix ventral abdominal segmenti expoted,
in contrast to the malet having eight. There it a taraal comb pre tent
in both texet.
Genua Larra freer. Antennae twelve segmented in the females, thirteen
segmented in the males. Kales have eight ventral abdominal segments
exposed, the eighth being entire or emarglnated posteriorly. Tarsal
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oesjib present in both sexes, p 3^7
F. F. Kohl (t.e.)
The ono specimen at hand, a female, hat six ventral abdominal
segments exposed, the male having sigfct, as Kohl h*s stated above,
3enu* iotogonia A. Costa. Antennae twelve tagmented In the female,
thirteen safmontsd in the male. Supra-anal segment of the female
provided with a pygidlal area, distinctly flat, pubescent or tomentose,
or partially denuded; posteriorly it is provided with rigid, rod like,
compressed spines. Supra-anal segment of the male slightly convex,
truncate, tomentose. light ventral abdominal segments of the male
visible, the apical one being posteriorly excised. Third abdominal
nt of the female, below more or less convex, p 35>
F. F, Kohl (t.o.)
The female examined has only six ventral abdominal segments,
there is a tarsal comb present in both sexes. Oenus Anclstromma Fox.
• s Antennae twelve segmented in the females, thirteen segmented in the
males. Anal segment of the female provided with a pygidlal area,
posteriorly covered with pubescence. The pygidlal area of the supra-
anal valvula of the male, generally trapesiform, provided with pub-1—r~*~ s
essence posteriorly. Eight ventral abdominal segments of the male
exposed, posterior margin of the eighth either saarglnat* or entire.
Tarsal combs present in both sexes, i 361.
* F. F. Kohl (t.e.)
The female has only six ventral abdominal segments.
Oenus Daohysphox Kohl. Interior margin of the mandibles bidentate
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in the females, and either unidentate or entire in the males.
Antennae twelve segmented in the females, thirteen tegmented in the
wiles. Anal segment with a triangular pygidlal area with no pub-
escence. Supra-anal segment of the male with a trapesiform, rarely
a discrete, pygidi&l area. Yight ventral abdominal segments in the
male exposed, posterior margin of the eighth either emarginate or
excised. Tarsal combs are present on the anterior feet of the females.
P 3^6
F. F. Kohl (t.c.)
The females examined have only six ventral abdominal segments.
Conclusion The following characters appear to hold for the tub-
family Larrinae. Antennae twelve segmented in the female, thirteen
segmented in the male. light ventral abdominal segments are visible
in the male, while in th* female only six are exposed.
Subfam. IjrrodlnaeT
.oirneae
Genus Iarroda Say. Antennae twelve segmented in the females,
thirteen segmented in the males. Tarsal comb present on anterior
feet in both taxes. Seven ventral abdominal segments of the male are
exposed, p 3^U
F. F. Kohl (I.e.)
The fenale at hand has only six ventral abdominal segments,
tafexa rl. nina *
Subfam. Nltellme
Genus lfltelopterut Athm. This is a new genus created by Aehmead.
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As only a sale has "been described by him, no sexual differences
can be mentioned, p 22
Ashmead, Tnt. News Vol. VIII 1897
Genus Mlscophlnus Ashm. This is a new genus created by Ashmead
and the only secondary sexual character mentioned is that the
females hare the anterior tarsi combed.
.anted 1 i ana
See Ashmead p 168, Ent, Hews Vol. IX 1898
' \ - n Imp • •
Unfortunately no material is at hand, so that no additional
characters Can be brought out.
r
Genus Mlsoophus Jurine. Antennae with twelve segments in the
female, thirteen segments in the male. Anal segment destitute of
a pygidial area in both sexes, anal segment conical in the female,
mutiou8 in the male. There is a tarsal comb present on the anter-
ior oeet of the females* p UU6
M < ?. F. Kohl (t.o.)
There are no specimens of this genus at hand, consequently
the number of ventral abdominal segments exposed in the male and
the female can not be determined.
Conclusion Ho general statement can be drawn up for this sub-
family, as references and material are lacking*
Subfam. Pjsoninae
Genus Pisonopsis ?ox 3yes in the female strongly emarginate,
in the male but slightly so. Last dorsal segment of the abdomen
of the female provided with a distinct pygidial area. Last ventral
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segment of the abdomen of the male posteriori/ emarginate. SeTen
see
entral segments of the male are exposed. Tarsal combs are absent,
P Pi
F. F. Kohl (t.c.)
lo mention is mads of the number of segments in the antennae
of either sax. No material at hand.
Genus Plson Spinola Antennae twelve segmented in the females and
thirteen segmented in the males. Anal segment of the female conical;
pygldlal area of the male absent, apical segment sub- truncate or
arguate. Tarsal combs on anterior feet are absent, p k$&
F. F. Kohl (t.c.)
male v*n
lo mention is made of the number of abdominal segments in
arsl
either sex. Ho material at hand*
the females axe urwvedom vita tarsal aombo. p W9
Genus Bothynos tethut Kohl antennae of the female consists of
thirteen segments; the number of antennal segments in the male are
not mentioned. Anal segment of the female provided with a large
pjgldlal area, which is protected above by small bristles. Anal
segment of the male obtuse posteriorly. A very fine tarsal comb
is present on the anterior feet of the females, p 398
F. F. Kohl (t.c.) ««*»« boroae in sre
It is unfortunate that the statement in regard to the number
of segments in the antennae of the female has not been verified,
as this is an unusual case. It would also be interesting to know
the number of ventral abdominal segments in the male and female. lo
material is at hand.
Genus Soli erella Spinola )Kohl regards Hitellopsis as
)a subgenus of Solierella;
Genus Nlteliopsis S. Saunders )therefore the following
characters will hold for both
genera.
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Antennae twelve fermented In the females and thirteen segmented In the
ales. Tha anterior Margin of tha olypeus of tha males may hare from
one to three teeth. Anal segment of the female is conical, while in
the male it is more rounded, the pygidial area is missing abovs.
Seven ventral abdominal segments in tha male are exposed. Tarsal
combs are absent, p 451
F. I. Kohl v t. o.
;
Genus Plenocuius Fox Clypeus, with the lateral lobes of the male
provided with a dense marginal fimbria. Antennae twelve segmented
in tha females and thirteen segmented in the males. Supra-anal
segment of the female provided with a distinct pygidial area. Seven
ventral abdominal segments of the male are exposed. Anterior tarsi
of the females are provided with tarsal combs, p UU°>
F. F. Kohl (t.o.
)
vLiot
Conclusion Mo general s tatement for the entire family Iarridae
can be formed by the writer, as the references in numerous instances
are not full enough, and material is lacking, moreover, in the genua
Bothynostethus it will ba noted that the females are reported as
having thirteen antennal segments, whereas in all other genera, where
note is made of the fact, it will be found that the antennae in this
sex have only twelve segments. lAomlnai flmJMsv
Beablcldae
asdmmn1
An examination of different members of the varloms genera of
this family has brought out the following tacts. The females have
twelve segmented antennae, the segments being simple. There are
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thirteen segments to the antenna* of the Bales and these are often
modified toward the apex by excisions, etc. Tarsal combs are present
In both sexes, but are much larger in the females, the individual spines
being much longer and stouter. The females have six unmodified ventral
abdominal segments, the apical one being conical. In the male from
seven to eight abdominal segments are present, the apical one it not
as eonclal as in the female, but is more truncated. Furthermore,
spines ars often present on the sides of the apical segments. On
the second abdominal plate in the genus Steniola, Say, there is a spine-
like projection which extends posteriorly. Additional characters are
present in the different genera, but they do not hold for the entire
family.
or converging
Iam.Pmmphredonldae *~%n* ± *
The only general statement which will apparently hold for the
entire family is that the females have antennae with twelve segments,
while there are thirteen segments to the antennae of the males. As the
antennae are often missing, the following generic characters may be
used In addition.
Subfam. Pemphredonlnae
Oemis Ammoplfinus Olraud Supra-anal segment of the female provided
with a sub- triangular pygidial area. Seven ventral abdominal segments
of the male are exposed. Tarsal combs are absent in the female, p 270
?. F. Kohl, "Die gattungen der Sphegiden"
Aim. des I. It. Vaturhlstorisehen Hofmuseum Bd. XI
Hefts U96
Genus Spllomena Suckard Supra-anal valvule of the female greatly
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compressed, prorided with a Tory narrow pygidial area, with the margins
parallel. Infra-anal Talrula of the male not compressed, and no spinous
process it present, p 272
F. F. Kohl (t.c.)
Oenus Stlgmus Jorins Supra-anal Talrula of the female with a distinct
pygidial area. Infra-anal segment of the male compressed; there is
a spinous process on the posterior margin of the eighth rentral segment.
P 27*
F. F. lohl (t.c.)
Oenus Peaphredon Let. )Kohl holds that Cemonus Lat. is a
)subgenus of nemphredon; therefore the
Oenus Cemonus Jurine )follo»ing characters will hold for
both genera.
fl^igifc Maaaa Qmtmteard) taaraat both genera.
Interior margin of the compound eyes of the male parallel or converging
m of the ant. >r: -
sllghtly towards the clypeus. Supra-anal varula of the female with a
pygidial area, bordered with two lateral earinae, rarely with a single
median carina. Supra-anal Talrula of the male without a pygidial area,
seren rentral abdominal segments exposed, the eighth protracted under the
serenth. p 285 "*** *"** *«*•* *«•
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•« F. F. lohl (t.c.) ** ****»—* TmlTula prs*Uo*Uy I ft*
n examination of the females shows that there are only six
rentral abdominal segments exposed.
Oenus Passalooous Succard Fasoies of the male with a silrery pubescence
below. The supra-anal ralrula of the females always lacks a pygidial
areai in the males the greater part of it is hidden beneath the preceding
segment. Seren rentral segments of the male are distinctly exposed,
the median posterior part of the eighth nrodueed below the s«renth in
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the form of a longitudinal spine, p 282
Genus PIodontut Curtis Front of tht female especially wide. Fasoies
of the sale silvery pubescent below. Olypeus of the female medlanly
biareuately emarginated; of the male medianly more or letB deeply or
narrowly ezelted. Both sexes are prowlded with a uygidial area. In
the male seven ventral abdominal segments exposed, the eighth being
practically completely hidden, p 279
T. F. Kohl (t.O.
)
fei poj
Subfam. Psenlnas
f. S4
Genus Psen Lat ) Mimosa is regarded as a subgenus of
) Psen by Kohl. Be gave the following
Genus Mimesa Sbuckard) characters for both genera.
Flagellum of the antennae sub-clavate or sub-filiform,
not at all moniliform in the male; segments two to five of the
female distinctly longer than wide. Supra-anal segment of the female
provided with a flat and sometimes large pygidial area. Six ventral
segments of the male are exposed, the seventh is hidden, the eighth
emitting a reflexed hook; supra-anal valvula practically hidden by the
preceding ssgmsnt. p 289
F. F. Kohl (t.c.)
The females examined have only six ventral abdominal segments.
The male abdomen can be recognised from that of the female by the pres-
ence of the reflexed hook at its apex. This is the first time in the
entire superfamily, in specimens examined by the writer, that the male
has the same number of ventral abdominal segments exposed as the female.
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Crabronldao
Antennae of the females twelve segmented! in the males there are
generally thirteen segments, but in a few eatei only twelve are reported.
"The female antennae are staple, whereat thote of the male may he simple
or may be provided with excisions, dentations, or dilations, etc. The
females always have a pygldial area, whereas it may or may not ha present
in the males. The abdomen of the female is more pointed at the apax than
it is in the male; in the latter, it generally appears truncated. The
females have only six ventral abdominal segments exposed, whereas in the
male eight are visible. The anterior legs of the male are subject to
more modifications than those of the female.
•* c » "kwr this oeours, tha . ring ofcaraoters may be
Fern. Oxybelldae
Antennae twelve segmented in the females, thirteen segmented in the
males. Both ssxas provided with a pygldial area on the supra-anal valvule;
it is sub- triangular in tha females, trapesiform or rectangular quadrangular
in the males. light ventral abdominal segmsnts are exposed in the males.
Tarsal combs are present in both sexes.
The one specimen at hand is a female and has only six ventral
abdominal segments.
The above statements are compiled from the various generic characters,
Oenu. r merr
which were found in references.
Superfamily jPOlDtA
In all the specimens of the superfamily Apoidea examined by the
writer, it was found that tht females had twelve segmented antennae, whereas
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there were thirteen in the males. It was alio noted that the females
had tix ahdoadnal segments visible, though In tone cases only fire
are plainly teen above, ae in the oate of the Hallctlnae. However, six
Tentral ones are plainly risible in these eases. «lfce reverse my he the
ease and six segments nay he Tisihle above and only five helow. In the
ales seven segments are generally visihle both above and below, bet
soaetiaes as in the ease of the genus Prosopls, only the tip of the
a. Int. See.
seventh is visible. However, seven segaents will be visible eitheraanraa. £ Hind feaa^
above or below.
In many oases the abdoaen is contracted and it Is practically
iaposslble to see all the segaents; in order to facilitate the separ-
ation of the sexes when this occurs, the following characters may be
used.
Specimens of the family Buglossldae. which do not occur north
Baas |a the t?*u&T ~ ' s. fcj t*^«n^ *r\— ^%>»
of Hexlea, and of the Subfamily Mellponlnae. also chiefly southern
foras, have not been examined and it can not be stated positively whether
they will possess the above characters or not, as no reference has been
found In regard to these points, but it appears reasonable that they should,
as the characters are eo wide spread throughout the remainder of the group.
Faa. Pro,oPldae
*>U-tUn M hand, for did «v r
f anlea gave g+
Genus Prosopls Fabr. There is more yellow on the face of the mates than I
there is on that of the females, the Utter rarely having ny on the clypeu.
T*e scape of the males is swollen an may have soae yellow on it| the .cape
|
of the females Is slender and is black.
Chas. f. asts (in litt.), Leland Stanford, Jr. Univer.
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Fam. ColletIda* N Tht hind tibia and tarsi of the fsmalt alwqrs with a
distinct pollen brush." p 93
Ashmead, Trans, Am. Int. Soc. Tol. XXTI 1899
Tarn. Andronldas
Subfam. indrsnlnas "The soopa on the hind legs of ths female always
distinct and well developed. " p 87 ltlttl T* "*** **
**U *"
Ashmead, Trans. Am. Ent. Soc. Tol. XXT I 1899
Subfam. Hallctinae "Hind femora and tibiae in the female with a dis-
tinct flocculus or soopa. Ths apical dorsal abdominal segment of the
female has a median groove or rima. This is not present in the male."
P «7
heiaad Lt A*
Ashmead (t.c.
)
e*m\i CMfcerel 'swa la the f«r> mple, la the mals wl
Subfam. Sphodoclnao
aia£ claws being simp*
Genus Sphecodes Latr. In addition to the general statement for the
superfamily, no general character is apparent. The females have no
polleniferous seopa.
lam. Panurgldae lot all the genera mentioned by Ashmead (in Trans. Am,
Int. Soc. Tol. XXTI p 82 1899) as members of this family wsrs re*
presented by specimens in the collection at hand. Nor did many re-
ferences giro sexual differences, but those whioh gave generic sexual
distinctions ars mentioned below.
.'
aT,,|H seeding family.
Genus Macropis Panssr "Clypeus in mals yellow" p 83
msma
Ashmead, Trans. Am. Int. Soc. Tol. XXTI 1899
•Mr. ••-;-% u >, vh*
Genus Parandrena Robt. "Abdomen in the female rufous or brownish.
Clypeus in the male yellow." p 83
99
Ashmead, (t.c.)
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(tonus Ijafourea Lepel "Antennas of the male not longer than the thorax;
flagellum iimple. H p 83
Ashmead (t.o. )
Senus Biareollna Dufour
This germs is held as a subgenus of Andrena by both Coekerell and Dplie
SO
Torre. Mr. Vaehal states that "The sixth ventral segment of the male has
lateral projecting points." p 157
Coekerell, Trans. Am. 2nt. Soo. Vol. XXIV I903
Genus Bhophltoldes Schenck "?ace in the female with whits hairs; antennas
in ths males as long as the thorax, the last joint acuminate at the apsx
only." p S3
female, ac U at lbs
Ashmead ( t.o.
)
a* -iS teeth or 1 '. *
Qsnas Cocker«Ilia Ashm . "Claws in the female simple, in ths male with
the anterior and middle olaws cleft, ths hind claws being simple." p 85
Ashmead (t.o.)
Genus Panurgus Latr. "Hind tibiae and tarsi in ths female with a long, denss
pubescence; clypeus in ths male black, with long hairs." p 85
Ashmead (t.c.
Onus Macroteropsls Ashm. "Abdomen in the female black, in the male red."p 8$
MmMA {te) M wi* . Urn* «.xi-im«
Horth American forms?
FaauStelidldae See statement for preceding family.
subfam. Stslldldlnas
Osnos Melanos tells Ashm. "Mais with ths pygidiura sub-emargina te, the
hypopygium trldenats. " p 79
Ashmead, Trans. Am. ftnt. Soo. Vol. XXVI 1899
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Ashmead, Tram. Am. ?nt. Soc. Vol. XXTI 1899
See statement under the family Panurgidae.
Oenuf Croclsa Iatr. The males h ve the last abdominal segment terminated
In a wide plate, slightly excised, while that of the female e appears to
he trifid, I.e. composed of the sting and of two small lateral plates
covered with hair, p 239
ear lateral edge'
Jourine, I8O7, Nouvelle Uethode de Classer les Hymenopteres.
(tarns Moaada Soopoli Anterior claws deeply bifid in the males; all the
feel of the females are provided with large basal spines. The males
differ from the females in having the head and thorax densely pilose and
the abdomen narrowly pointed with seven segments, p 15
B. I*. 0. Schmiedelcnecht, Apldae Europaeae^ 4 R!. ? >
Tomua I 1882-1881*
^.terto* tibiae dcrsally depre
The amount of pilosity varies and therefore does not appear to
be a very good character*
*»allj Male with the pester tibiae
•Li ConC;-v.e, B 57
Fam.Apthophorldao
"Female with a dense polleniferous scope on the hind tibiae and tarsi. N PI9;
s workers it ay i+*
Ashmead, Proe. U. S. Vat. ttus. Vol. XXIII 1890
tk
Fam. Pslthyridae * «ril. 0eile#».
Genus Pslthyrua Lepeletier "Female with oorbiculae, with the hind
tibiae dorsally convex and densely pilose; hind tarsi not forcipate at
e ter
the bass; anus inflexed. Male with the hind tibiae equally pilose,
the genitalia, squama and laclnla always membraneous. * p 58
Ashmead, Trans. Am. Snt. Soc. Vol. XXVI 1899
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lam. flgglossldae Specimens of this family hare not boon examined, but
Ashmead gives tha following!
"Hind tibiaa and matatarti in tha faaala strongly dilated, outwardly
concave; metatarsus foroipate. Females with eorbieulae, bat with tha
polleniferous aeopa on tha hind tibiaa and tarsi wary sparse or thin
and confined to tha lateral edges." p 191
Ashmead, Proe. U. S. Nat. Ifos. Vol. XXIII 1900
Tfcese forms are South, Central American and Mexican in their dis-
tribution.
Faa. Bomblflae "Three castes, females and worker s with oorblculae and
a dense polleniferous scope on tha hind tibae and tarsi. " p 5U
•Temales and workers with posterior tibiaa dorsal ly depressed, polished
and furnished with corbiculae; post, tarsi, first joint angulated above,
forming a forolpate hook externally. J Mala with the posterior tibiae
above, more or less shiny, somewhat concave." p 57
Ashmead, Trans. Am. TCnt. Soc. XXVI 1899
The only way to determine the females from tha workers is by their sise,
the for ner being the larger*
H. J. franklin (in lltt. ) Mass. Agrio. College.
Tarn. Apidae
Subfam. Mellponlnaa No material at hand, but as the other subfamily of
the Apidae have twelve segmented antennae in the females, and thirteen
in the males, and abdomens with alx segments in the females and workers,
and seven segments in the males, it appears that the above characters
should be present in this group also. A sting is not present in this
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Subfam. ifelnae
"The females and workers possess stings. "Tie worker hat a corbiculae,
this is absent in the female. M "In the aalea the eyes are holoptio."
P 56 * 57
Ashmead, Trans, ^nt. Soe. Am. Vol. XXVI 1899
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